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Animal Services appreciates
donations anytime of the year!
We use a tremendous amount
of supplies to keep our homeless
animals fed, healthy, and
comfortable! Donating wish list
items is a great way to support
the staff and the animals of our
shelter. Click the link the icon
above for supplies we could use
at the shelter each and every
day!

Animal Services got a call of stay
cow in the neighborhood.
Officer Bernal was able to
locate the owners of the animal

Outreach Coordinator
Amy Dunphy

and assist in getting her back on
the property. The owners were
very gracious to have the cow
back home safe and sound.
Good work Officer Bernal!

Outreach with the SPCA
Officer Hernandez and Outreach
Coordinator Amy Dunphy
partnered with the SPCA at Plaza
Garland on February 1. The goal
was to reach out to the Spanish
speaking community of Garland in
hopes to encourage responsible
pet ownership. Staff had a great
time working with the SPCA and
can't wait to see what partnerships
will continue!

Volunteer Fair
Outreach Coordinator Amy
Dunphy represented Animal
Services at the Volunteer Fair on
February 25. There was lots of
interest in volunteering as well as
questions about events for the
shelter. For those interested in
volunteering please contact Amy
at adunphy@garlandtx.gov

Low Cost Vaccine Clinic
The Central Library hosted the SPCA
Mobile Vaccine Clinic this month in
their parking lot. The SPCA saw 72
pets that day and encouraged
spay and neuters through various
programs! Garland staff could not
be happier to have the SPCA
mobile clinic visit Garland!

Adoption Event at Pet
Supermarket
Animal Services wrapped up the

month of February with an
adoption event at Pet
Supermarket. Outreach
Coordinator took 5 volunteers
and dogs to the event on what
was a beautiful day!

Molly the husky was adopted
within the first 15 minutes of
arrival. She got to meet her new
brother and get a fresh grooming
before going home! The family
was very excited about the new
addition to the family!
The gentleman to the right fell in
love with Midnight that day, but
was finishing up moving that
weekend. However, he was
waiting at the door the following
Monday to take his new furry
friend home!

Peppa the Pig Made a
Special Appearance!
A domesticated baby wild hog
made her way into the shelter!
Officers were shocked when they
were able to handle the hog with
no problems. Thankfully a pig
sanctuary was able to rescue her
happily! Pumba from Disney's Lion
King said it best, "Home is where
your rump rests!"

Upcoming Events
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